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        Criminal case  
 

Between{ 

Public Prosecutor of the Office of the Attorney General  
 

Plaintiff 

Mr. Chaiwat Limlikhit-aksorn 
 

Co-Plaintiff 

Mr. Samak Donnapee, first 
Mr. Wut Boonlert, second  

 
Defendants 

 
Matter: Defamation  

 
The plaintiff accused both the defendants of committing, together and separately, many            

counts of crime. The details are as follows. On 22 August 2016, during the daytime and                

continuing into the night-time, the exact time is not known, the first Defendant defamed Mr.               

Chaiwat Limlikhit-aksorn, the Victim, by posting a statement into the computer system via             

Facebook using a Facebook account named Mr. Samak Donnapee which could be accessed             

and read by others. The statement reads “concerning the head of Phraya Seam squad, the               

owner of Chai Rajapruk ranch who have in his possession a land which encroaching into the                

national forest reserve in accordance with the 

 
/ Sor Tor Kor (Land utilising right) 
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Sor Tor Kor (Land utilising right) scheme about a few hundred Rai”. The phrase the head of                 

Phraya Seam squad is referring to the Victim who holds the position of the head of Phraya Sua                  

squad under the Department of National Parks, Wildlife and Plant Conservation. This led the              

readers to misunderstand that the Victim encroached land in a national forest reserve and that               

he is an officer of the Department of National Parks but he himself is a wrongdoer. The post was                   

published in a manner likely to impair the Victim’s reputation or place the Victim in contempt or                 

hatred by others. (the details could be found in annex 1). Later on, from 27 August 2016 to 28                   

August 2016, during the daytime and continuing into the night-time, the exact date and time are                

not known, the first Defendant gave an interview to Manager Online Magazine stating that “a               

100 Rai ranch in Phetchaburi province is located in a national forest reserve. An investigation               

has not gone far. The land encroached has been turned into a resort”. The first Defendant also                 

posted into the computer system via a Facebook account named Mr. Samak Donnapee, which              

is accessible to others, that “Rajapruk Ranch is located in a national forest reserve having an                

area of 100 Rai … about 73 Rai of the ranch is possessed under Mr. Pairote Limlikhit-aksorn’s                 

name. The land shall be reclaimed by the Royal Forest Department but the reclamation is               

neglected”. The statement claimed that the Victim himself encroached the land located in a              

National Forest Reserve area by letting his brother possessing the land for him. The statement               

was published in a manner likely to impair the Victim’s reputation or place the Victim in contempt                 

or hatred by others. (the details could be found in annex 2). After that, on  

 
/28 August 
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28 August 2016, during the daytime and continuing into the night-time, the exact time is not                

known, both the Defendants defamed the Victim by publishing a libel. The first Defendant              

posted into the computer system via a Facebook account named Mr. Samak Donnapee, which              

is accessible to others and the second Defendant shared the statement posted by the first               

Defendant via his own Facebook account named Wut Boonlert. The statement that both             

Defendants published reads “Chai Rajapruk ranch is located in a national forest reserve area              

and in the area possessed in accordance with the resolution of the cabinet dated 30 June 1998,                 

100 Rai in total. An investigation following a complaint put forth by the Royal Forest Department                

has been going on since 2008 until now. Recently, on 24 June 2016, the director of the Royal                  

Forest Department (Mr. Chonlatit Surassawadi) issued a report [concerning] Chai Rajapruk           

ranch, an area of 100 Rai, located in a national forest reserve… and locate in the area under the                   

survey conducted in accordance with the resolution of the cabinet dated 30 June 1998, about 73                

Rai has Mr. Pairote Limlikhit-aksorn as its possessor. The [rest] of the land shall be reclaimed,                

but the director of the Royal Forest Department has been neglecting the reclamation”. The              

statement could be understood by others as claiming that the Victim who was the leader of the                 

special squad called Phraya Sua himself encroaches and possesses a plot of land in a national                

forest reserve area and built on that land a resort named Chai Rajapruk ranch by having his                 

brother holding the right on possession on his behalf. The statement was published in a manner                

likely to impair the Victim’s reputation or place the Victim in contempt or hatred by others. (the                 

details could be found in annex 3). After that, on 22 September 2016 

 
/during the day time 
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during the daytime, the first Defendant posted a statement into the computer system via              

Facebook using a Facebook account named Mr. Samak Donnapee. The post contains pictures             

of an official document issued by Kaeng Krachan Police Station regarding the police’s decision              

to present the results of the investigation to the prosecutor. The statement reads as follows:               

“these are photos of the document issued by Kaeng Krachan Police Station regarding the              

police’s decision to present the results of the investigation to the prosecutor in a case               

concerning firearms (magazines and bullets) something like that. Don’t say that the bullets             

belonged to the state because the model [of the bullets] confiscated, they said, were not the                

type procured by the state. Read it and decide for yourselves who is the good or the bad guy.”                   

The statement could be understood by others that Mr. Chaiwat Limlikhit-aksorn, the Victim, was              

the wrongdoer who illegally possessed guns and bullets and that he is a bad person. The                

statement was published in a manner likely to impair the Victim’s reputation or place the Victim                

in contempt or hatred by others. (the details could be found in annex 4). The incident happened                 

at MaxValue store, Bang Khan subdistrict, Khlong Sam Wa district, Bangkok and everywhere             

else in the Kingdom of Thailand. [The plaintiff] pleaded the Court to punish [the defendants] in                

accordance with the section 83, 91 and 328 of the Criminal Code.  

 

During the trial, Mr. Chaiwat Limlikhit-aksorn filed a motion asking the Court to be a               

Co-Plaintiff in this case. The Court granted. The Co-Plaintiff requested that both defendant pay              

2,000,000 THB, with 7.5% per year interest, as a compensation for his injury to reputation,               

having 

 
/22 October 2018 
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22 October 2018 as the interest start date. 

Both Defendants pleaded innocent and, in part of the civil case, pleaded that they did not 

commit the act as they are accused. Therefore they should not obliged to pay compensation to 

the Co-Plaintiff. May [the Court] dismiss the case.  

After taking into consideration the witnesses and evidence produced by the Public            

Prosecutor, Co-Plaintiff and both the Defendants, the Court has established the facts in this              

case as follows. On 22 August 2016, the first Defendant posted a statement into the computer                

system via Facebook using the first Defendant’s own Facebook account named Mr. Samak             

Donnapee which could be accessed and read by the public. The statement reads “what should I                

talk about, should I talk about the head of Phraya Seam squad, the owner of Chai Rajapruk                 

ranch [incorrect spelling] who have in his possession a land which encroaching into a land listed                

as national forest reserve in accordance with the Sor Tor Kor (Land utilising right) scheme or 30                 

June 1998 in Petchaburi-lumper province an area of a few hundreds Rai. The Director of the                

“stump department” is well aware of this fact, but has not yet acted to reclaim the land. The                  

Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of …”. After that, on 28 August 2016, the first Defendant                

posted on the internet using the first Defendant’s own Facebook account stating that “The Chai               

Rajapruk Ranch [incorrect spelling] is located in a national forest reserve area and in the area                

possessed in accordance with the resolution of the cabinet dated 30 June 1998, 100 Rai in total.                 

An investigation following a complaint put forth by the Royal Forest Department has been going               

on since 2008 until now. Recently, on 24 June 2016, the director of the Royal Forest                

Department (Mr. Chonlatit Surassawadi) issued an investigation report concerning Chai          

Rajapruk ranch [incorrect spelling], an area of 100 Rai, clearly stating that the ranch is located in                 



(31 Judgement )  For the Court use 
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National Forest Reserves in Song Pi Nong subdistrict, Nong Ya Plong district, Phetchaburi             

province. It is located in the area under the survey conducted in accordance with the resolution                

of the cabinet dated 30 June 1998. Mr. Pairote Limlikhit-aksorn is named as a possessor of part                 

of the land — about 73 Rais (geographical coordinates: 47 P 0572989 E 1418060 N               

(DATUMWGS 84). The Royal Forest Department is obliged to confiscate that plot of land, but               

the Director of the Department does not carry out his duty as he obliged by the rules and laws.                   

His conduct is even contradict the National Council for Peace and Order’s Order No. 64/2557               

section 3 “all concerned agencies to ramp up their efforts to investigate and reclaim and restore                

the encroached and deteriorated forest areas and meaningfully collaborate with all concerned            

agencies, civic sector and community-based organisations.” Such conduct is punishable in           

accordance with section 4 “any government officials found to have been negligent of their duties               

or complicit in the commission of the aforementioned crime shall be strictly and promptly              

brought to justice as well as to face disciplinary actions.” I therefore urge the Permanent               

Secretary of the Ministry of Natural Resources and the Environment to act in compliance with               

Order no. 64/2557 of the National Council for Peace and Order and bring the Director of the                 

Royal Forest Department and others to the book as soon as possible”. On 29 August 2016, the                 

second Defendant shared the above mentioned statement posted by the first Defendant on 28              

August 2016 via the second defendant’s own Facebook account named Wut Boonlert. Later, on              

22 September 2016, the first Defendant posted pictures of an official document issued by Kaeng               

Krachan Police Station regarding the police’s decision to present the results of the investigation              

to the prosecutor 

/via the 
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via the first Defendant’s own Facebook account with a statement reads “another one is a photo                

of the document issued by Kaeng Krachan Police Station regarding the police’s decision to              

present the results of the investigation to the prosecutor in a case concerning guns (magazines               

and bullets) something like that. Don’t say that the bullets belonged to the state because the                

model [of the bullets] confiscated, they said, were not the type procured by the state. Read it                 

and decide for yourselves who is the good or the bad guy.” The issues at hand to be considered                   

are, firstly, whether both the Defendants committed the crimes as accused. It is important to first                

establish whether the distribution of the statement by the first Defendant on 22 August 2016 is                

defamatory toward the Co-Plaintiff as stated in the indictment or not. The Public Prosecutor and               

the Co-Plaintiff produced a witness who testified as follows. In 2016 the Co-Plaintiff was              

appointed by the Department of National Parks, Wildlife and Plant Conservation as the head of               

National Park ranger squad, aka Phraya Sua squad, responsible for the suppression of illegal              

deforestation and wildlife hunting having the jurisdiction of the entirety of Thailand. When people              

mention “Phraya Sua”, it is understood as a reference to the Co-Plaintiff. When the first               

Defendant posted on the first defendant’s own Facebook account on 22 August 2016 that              

concerning the head of Phraya Seam squad, the owner of Chai Rajapruk ranch who have in his                 

possession a land which encroaching into the land listed as national forest reserve in              

accordance with the Sor Tor Kor (Land utilising right) scheme about a few hundred Rai clearly                

shows that [the first Defendant], by using the word Phraya Seam, he was referring to the                

Co-Plaintiff who was the head of Phraya Sua squad. In addition the Public Prosecutor and the                

Co-Plaintiff produced Ms. Worawarun Sarutathanachot, Mr. Satid Boonphol and Mr. Chaiwat           

Sripadyod as witnesses who 

/similarly testified 
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similarly testified that the witnesses read the statement of the first defendant which was posted               

on the first Defendant’s Facebook account on 22 August 2016 and understood that when              

reading the phrase the head of Phraya Seam squad who encroaches the national forest              

reserve, they thought the writer was referring to the Co-Plaintiff who was the head of Phraya                

Sua squad under the Department of National Parks, Wildlife and Plant Conservation.            

[Regarding this issue, the Court is of the opinion that] the statement posted by the first                

Defendant which stated that the head of Phraya Seam squad, the owner of Chai Rajapruk               

Ranch who encroaches the national forest reserve could not understood as referring to the              

Co-Plaintiff. Who does it refer to when the first Defendant stated the head of Phraya Seam                

squad, the owner of Chai Rajapruk Ranch? The meaning of the word Phraya Seam is differ                

from that of Phraya Sua. Moreover, the Co-Plaintiff is not the owner of Chai Rajapruk ranch                

[incorrect spelling]. Even the Chai Rajapruk ranch [with the correct spelling] is not owned by the                

Co-Plaintiff. The claim that the phrase the head of Phraya Seam squad in the statement of the                 

first Defendant refers to the head of Phraya Sua squad under the Department of National Parks,                

Wildlife and Plant Conservation is an interpretation of the Co-Defendant himself. In order to find               

the meaning of the statement posted by the first Defendant, the Court needs to apply the                

reasonable person standard to interpret such a statement and not that of the Co-Plaintiff.              

[Regardless of] The testimonies of Ms. Worawarun, Mr. Satid and Mr. Chaiwat that they              

understood that the phrase the head of Phraya Seam squad refers to the Co-Plaintiff, the Court                

is of the opinion that caution must be taken when weighting the testimonies of these three                

witnesses because all of them work at the same place as the Co-Plaintiff. 

 

/This is especially 
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This is especially true in cases of Ms. Worawarun and Mr. Satid both of whom work under the                  

Co-Plaintiff’s supervision. Ms. Worawarun accepted that she has a very close working            

relationship with the Co-Plaintiff. She was an attorney in fact who made a complaint [with the                

police] regarding this defamation matter on the Co-Plaintiff’s behalf. None of these three             

witnesses provide any explanation as to why they interpreted the phrase the head of Phraya               

Seam squad in the first Defendant’s statement as referring to the Co-Plaintiff. Their testimonies              

are therefore unsubstantiated and only carry little weight. In addition, Mr. Chaiwat stated in              

response to the first defendant’s cross examination question that, according to the statement of              

the first Defendant, the head of Phraya Seam squad did not encroach the National Forest               

Reserve land. Moreover, when take into consideration the context in which the first defendant              

posted the statement in question as appears in Jor.1 document, it could established that the first                

Defendant posted the statement on his Facebook page as a response to a comment of other                

person which reads “touching unop another issue is a good idea, so those faulty will be haunted                 

by their guilty conscience”. This means that when the first Defendant uses the phrase the head                

of Phraya Seam squad in his statement, it was the first and the only time he uses the phrase. It                    

is therefore impossible for the public to connect the dots and understand who the phrase was                

referring to. When considering only the statement posted by the first Defendant on 22 August               

2016, it cannot establish that such statement is defamatory toward the Co-Defendant as stated              

in the indictment. The Court shall then continue determine whether the first Defendant gave              

interview to the Manager Online magazine as stated in the indictment or not and  

/the script 
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the script of the first Defendant’s interview as well as the statement posted [online] by the first                 

Defendant on 28 August 2016 and the distribution (share) of the first Defendant’s statement by               

the second Defendant constitute an act of defamation as indicated in the indictment or not.               

Regarding this matter, the Co-Plaintiff testified that, on 27 August 2016, the first Defendant gave               

an interview to the Manager Online magazine. [Parts of content of the interview is] as follows                

“especially small plots of land e.g. a ranch in Phetchaburi province located in an area listed as a                  

National Forest Reserve, about 100 Rais, according to a survey. An investigation on that              

particular ranch has been ongoing since 2009, it is not yet concluded nowadays despite all the                

technology [that could be utilised to produce evidence] such as satellite imagery, geography             

coordinations examination, and other tools that provide precise information. That plot of land             

could be utilised under the the resolution of the cabinet dated 30 June 1998 which allocates                

land to people who have been living there since before 1991. Only 73 Rai of land were allocated                  

under this scheme. This is clearly wrong. Where did [he] get the other 27 Rai from? It could only                   

mean that [he] encroaching the National Forest Reserve. It is even worse when that land was                

turned into a resort. The land was allocated with a condition -- it cannot be turned into a resort.                   

The law allowing the allocation clearly states that the purpose of the scheme was to help                

farmers with poverty who do not have the land to cultivate. It is similar to the Sor Por Gor                   

scheme, but the former only focuses on the farmers who have already been cultivating in the                

area for a long time. The farmers participating in the former scheme are not allowed to                

completely transform the physical condition of the land. For example, those who cultivate             

cyclical farming may change the kind of their crop, but they cannot turn the farm into a resort.                  

That is a complete physical transformation of the land. Building a resort also requires a lot of                 

investment.           /It is not  
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It is not something done by people with poverty”. The interview script appears on Jor.2               

document in the parts which are coloured in yellow. The Co-Plaintiff substantiates his testimony              

with Jor.2 document which exhibits the script of an interview given by a person of the same full                  

name as the first Defendant and a photograph of the first Defendant to a journalist from                

Manager Online magazine on the encroachment of Phu Tub Burg and a National Forest              

Reserve of a ranch in Phetchaburi province. Also, the first Defendant accepted that he has               

given an interview on this particular issue to a journalist from the Manager Online magazine.               

Even though the first Defendant claimed that he informed the journalist that the interview was               

given as a private conversation and that the interview script shall not be published, the first                

Defendant provided no evidence to substantiate this claim thus it carries no weight. The Court               

therefore establishes that on 27 August 2016, the first Defendant gave an interview to a               

journalist from Manager Online magazine concerning the the encroachment of Phu Tub Burg             

and a National Forest Reserve of a ranch in Phetchaburi province appearing in Jor.2 document               

as described in the indictment. However, when examining the content of the interview given by               

the first Defendant, it appears that no reference to the Co-Plaintiff has been made. The reader                

of the published article could not possibly know who it was referring to when they read the                 

phrase posted on the first Defendant’s Facebook page on 28 August 2016 which has been               

brought to the Court’s attention by the Public Prosecutor and the Co-Plaintiff that reads “Chai               

Rajapruk ranch located in the area of a 

 

/National Forest Reserve 
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National Forest Reserve, having an area of about 100 Rais … of that, Mr. Pairote               

Limlikhit-aksorn is named as a possessor of an area about 73 Rais which should be confiscated                

by the Royal Forest Department but it never happened”. [The Co-Plaintiff] claimed that the              

statement above when consider together with the interview given by the first Defendant could              

be understand that the Co-Plaintiff possesses a plot of land within the area of a National Forest                 

Reserve -- Chai Rajapruk ranch -- by having his older brother possessing the land on his behalf.                 

Regarding this claim, the Court is of the opinion that the First Defendant gave an interview to                 

the Manager Online magazine, then the interview was published on the website of the Manager               

Online magazine which is a different website from that of Facebook, those who have seen and                

read the interview script on the website of the Manager Online magazine may not have seen nor                 

read the statement of the first defendant posted on Facebook and vice versa. The script of the                 

first Defendant’s interview and the statement posted on the first Defendant’s Facebook page             

shall, for the purpose of adjudicating this case, not be considered together. However, even              

when considering both the statement and the interview, it could not be understood as saying               

that the Co-Plaintiff is the owner of Chai Rajapruk ranch as the name of the Co-Plaintiff was not                  

mentioned anywhere nor were there any word or phrase in both the statement and the interview                

of the first Defendant that could be understood as referring to the Co-Plaintiff. On the contrary,                

the statement of the first Defendant stated clearly that the owner of Chai Rajapruk ranch was                

Mr. Pairote Limlikhit-aksorn, and not the Co-Plaintiff.  

/It was not 
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It was not even mentioned that Mr. Pirote Limlikhit-aksorn is an older brother of the Co-Plaintiff                

nor that Mr. Pirote possesses the land on the Co-Plaintiff’s behalf. The Court considers that the                

content of the post of the first Defendant focused more on the issue fact that some public                 

servants responsible for the suppression of deforestation but do not carry out their duties than               

the that facts about the true owner of Chai Rajapruk ranch. The people who read the statement                 

of the first Defendant posted on 28 August 2016 should not be able to understand that the                 

owner of Chai Rajapruk ranch located in the area of a National Forest Reserve is the                

Co-Plaintiff. In response to the claim of the Public Prosecutor and the Co-Plaintiff that all               

statements of the first Defendant must be considered together to see that the first Defendant               

accused the Co-Plaintiff is the true owner of Chai Rajapruk ranch and that he encroached a                

National Forest Reserve, the Court is of the opinion that in the indictment, the Public Prosecutor                

stated that the first Defendant committed many counts of the crime of defamation and described               

each individual posts of the first Defendant separately and stated that each of them constitute               

individual count. The Court must therefore consider separately whether each post of the first              

Defendant constitute a crime of defamation or not. It is also plausible that people who might                

have read the statements of the first Defendant might not have a chance to read all of them.                  

However, even when considering all of the statements of the first Defendant as described in the                

indictment, the Court could only understand that the head of Phraya Seam squad who is the                

owner of Chai Rajapruk ranch is Mr. Pirote Limlikhit-aksorn and not the Co-Plaintiff. As the               

Court establish that the statement posted by the first defendant on 

/28 August 
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28 August 2016 is not defamatory toward the first Defendant, the distribution of the statement               

posted on Facebook by the first defendant by the second Defendant by clicking share on               

Facebook does not constitute a crime of defamation. The issue remains to be adjudicated is               

whether the distribution of the pictures of an official document issued by Kaeng Krachan Police               

Station and the statement of the first Defendant posted on 22 September 2016 constitute a               

crime of defamation or not. Regarding this issue, the Co-Plaintiff claimed that the statement              

which was posted by the first Defendant on 22 September reads “these are photos of the                

document issued by Kaeng Krachan Police Station regarding the police’s decision to present             

the results of the investigation to the prosecutor in a case concerning guns (magazines and               

bullets) something like that. Don’t say that the bullets belonged to the state because the model                

[of the bullets] confiscated, they said, were not the type procured by the state. Read it and                 

decide for yourselves who is the good or the bad guy.” was posted together with a picture of an                   

official document issued by Kaeng Krachan Police Station regarding the police’s decision to             

present the results of the investigation to the prosecutor, as appears in Jor.4 document in the                

area coloured in yellow, were a false statement. The Co-plaintiff was therefore unfairly accused              

because in that particular case where the Co-Plaintiff was prosecuted for possessing illegal             

bullets, both the Court of First Instance and the Court of Appeal dismissed the case. The                

judgement was final. The statement of the first Defendant could lead people to think that the                

Co-Plaintiff is a bad person. [Regarding this matter, the Court is] of the opinion that the post on                  

the first Defendant’s Facebook on 22 September 2016, the first Defendant was not only 

/posting 
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posting a statement, but the post also includes photos of the document issued by Kaeng               

Krachan Police Station regarding the police’s decision to present the results of the investigation              

to the prosecutor and stated that the reader of the first Defendant’s post shall decide for                

themselves about this matter. In order to consider whether the post of the first Defendant               

constitute a crime of defamation or not, the statement posted by the first Defendant and the                

content of the Kaeng Krachan Police Station’s document must be considered together. The             

Court has examined Jor.4 document produced as an evidence by the Public Prosecutor and the               

Court is of the opinion that the size of the picture of the Kaeng Krachan Police Station’s                 

document was minimised to the point that it is unreadable. The statement of the first Defendant                

alone is unintelligible. Only when read together with the police’s document the reader would get               

enough information to understand the situation. When the content of the document was             

unreadable, the Court could not establish that the post of the first Defendant is defamatory               

toward the Co-Plaintiff. The court therefore established that the pictures of the Kaeng Krachan              

Police Station’s document and the statement posted on Facebook by the first Defendant on 22               

September 2016 is not defamatory toward the Co-Plaintiff. After considering all the evidence             

presented to the Court by the Public Prosecutor and the Co-Plaintiff, the Court decided that both                

Defendant  

/did not 
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did not commit the crimes as prescribed in the indictment.  

The only remaining issue to be considered is whether both the Defendants must pay              

compensation as the Co-Plaintiff requested or not. Concerning this issue, the Court is of the               

Opinion that when it is established that both the Defendants did not commit a crime of                

defamation or libel. Both the Defendants therefore did not injure the Co-Plaintiff’s reputation.             

Both the Defendants do not have to pay any compensation to the Co-Plaintiff.  

The Court dismissed the case and rejected the Co-Plaintiff’s request for compensation.            

The Court fees paid by the Co-Plaintiff will not be reimbursed./  

 

 

Mr. Wanchai Isarasenaruk 

 

Mr. Pakorn Prasertsuk 
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